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Chairpersons Report 
 
A traditional report would be on the year to April to complement the financial 
accounts.  However, never a great one for tradition, I find there are more recent 
events which so well deserve mention. 
 
I would like to congratulate all who were involved, directly or indirectly, in our 
gaining continued funding for our service to In Care Survivors.  The evaluation of 
the service showed the extent of the importance of all that has been achieved, so 
it should have come as no surprise.  But these are times of financial constraint 
and we are aware of how fortunate we have been as an agency to have this so 
tangibly recognised. 
 
A development day this year was a key contributor to re arranging staff meetings 
and reviewing our internal communications and re-examining our structure.  
Together with Investors in People we are now focussing upon how our strategic 
planning framework interlinks with service provision in the front line. This then 
is harnessing a greater sense of involvement in organisational goals and 
ownership of our collective purpose. 
 
Our service user group is a most valuable feature and is informing and 
contributing to our on-going work and focus. They have actively campaigned for 
improvements in services for survivors and produced a DVD that can be utilised 
to raise awareness. 
 
Our positive links and liaisons with other agencies continue to be a valuable 
priority. We have delivered services in partnership with Kingdom Abuse 
Survivors Project, the Moira Anderson Foundation, Break the Silence, Rape 
Crisis Borders, NHS Forth Valley and Central Regional Equality Council. These 
partnerships have been very beneficial in development of good practice. 
 
Our links to and responsibilities in Scottish Government forums The Survivor 
Reference Group and the Cross Party Group for Survivors of Childhood Sexual 
Abuse are a key priority, but it can be very difficult to be attending Edinburgh 
meetings, when funding submissions and management priorities are such a 
heavy draw on time. 
 
The service users who attend and are involved in Open Secret tell us what is 
important for them and we design services to meet their needs. Due to them 
having the courage and strength to make their voices heard survivors are able to 
access a wide range of new initiatives including specialist provision for physical 
health enabling a holistic approach.  
 
I would like to express my sincere thanks to all of my colleagues on the Board of 
Directors, and the staff team and volunteers for all of their hard work and 
commitment to making our organisation the successful, growing organisation it 
is today. 
 
Reading recently on New Feminism I came across a quote that all women might 
feel a part of a feminist future………..”If we can only achieve equality, our souls 
will be free, not framed in the reductive language of victim or 
oppressor”……..but then considered the quote to be relevant to men and women.  
Surely we would all benefit from such equality? 

 
Paul Robinson 
Chairperson 
 

 

  

“ in diversity 
there is 

beauty and 
there is 

strength.” 
Maya  

Angelou  
 



Chief Executive’s Report 

This has been an exciting year for Open Secret with lots of new developments 
and partnerships.  
 
We were successful in four new areas with Survivor Scotland funding. The 
areas were the Trauma Recovery and Empowerment Group in the Borders, 
EMDR/ EFT, specialist BME service and Physical health service.  Partnership 
was very important to these services and we have joined up with Rape Crisis 
(Borders), NHS Forth Valley (EMDR/EFT) and Central Scotland Regional 
Equality Council (BME). Our partnerships have been very supportive and 
positive and we hope to continue them.  
 
We also achieved funding from the Long Term Conditions Alliance Scotland to 
provide Complementary Therapies for survivors in partnership with Kingdom 
Abuse Survivors Project and the Moira Anderson Foundation.  We have 
worked with Dr Sarah Nelson on the evaluation of this service and the physical 
health service which has led to further planning for holistic and inclusive 
services for survivors. The area of physical health is one that is often not 
recognised and we plan to continue to pursue further recognition of the pain 
and long term conditions that many survivors face.  
 
Our In Care Survivors Service Scotland has continued to grow and develop and 
has seen an increase in referrals across all areas of Scotland. The service is due 
to be evaluated by Napier University and the results will be published on the 
ICSSS website. Following the time of this report we have been informed that 
the service will be funded for a further three and a half years by the Scottish 
Government and we are delighted.  
 
Our Children and Families Service has developed and grown and we have a 
dedicated manager role to oversee the existing service and to look at new 
developments to take the service Scotland wide. We have been piloting a 
service with younger children which has been very successful. We have been 
working in partnerships with schools across the Forth Valley area. We will be 
pursuing this work further in the next year thanks to funding from Inspiring 
Scotland.  
 
This continues to be a challenging and difficult time for the voluntary sector 
and it is also very difficult for the organisations who fund us. It is a recognition 
of the quality services we provide for survivors that we have continued to grow. 
This means that we can continue to be responsive to survivor needs and can be 
ahead of developments that can meet those needs.  
 
Janine Rennie 
Chief Executive 

Diversity in the 

world is a basic 

characteristic 

of human 

society, and 

also the key 

condition for a 

lively and 

dynamic world 

as we see today.  

Jinato Hu  

 



Treasurer’s Report 

2010/11 was a very productive year for Open Secret with more expansion and 
the resulting ability to provide a wider range of services.  

Our income grew to £753,582 thanks to a number of new services. At a time 
of financial challenges for the voluntary sector we are delighted at the 
recognition of the quality of the services that Open Secret provide.  

Falkirk Council continue to support Open Secret to provide our core service 
which enables us to have the structures in place to enable the development of 
the charity and we are extremely grateful to them.  

A great deal of our funding comes from the Scottish Government for ICSSS 
and through Survivor Scotland and we are very appreciative of their 
commitment to support for survivors of abuse.  

We are very grateful to all our funders for enabling us to continue to grow and 
offer more variety for survivors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Gintare Mozaire 
Treasurer 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 



In Care Survivors Service 

Many of you will know that In Care Survivors Service Scotland is a Nation wide 
project lead by Open Secret and Kingdom Abuse Survivors Service (KASP), 
along with Break the Silence and The Moira Anderson Foundation.  

The Service is unique and specialised, offering services to adult survivors of any 
type of abuse in care settings. By ―in care‖ we mean formal arrangements such 
as foster care, adoption, kinship care, residential schools, religious orders, 
children’s homes and boarding schools. 

The main services offered in the 3 years that the service has been running are: 

Intensive counselling 
Advocacy services, such as access to records of the person’s time in care, 
help with DLA applications, signposting to support issues with 
homelessness and housing support etc 
Informal support, offered to those who are perhaps not ready to engage in 
counselling or who do not need counselling at this stage 
Befriending services 
Group work such as the Service User Group run in Forth Valley, or other 
types of groups as identified and requested by the service users 
Helpline service, available from 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday and is not a 
crisis service 
Website 

 
The Service is delivered by Development Workers with the support of 
volunteers.  
 
Overall, the Service forms part of Survivor Scotland, the National Strategy 
which aims to improve services supporting those who have suffered abuse in 
childhood. 
 
In the 3 years we have supported over 500 survivors of abuse in care settings 
and currently we support approximately 125 service users across Scotland. 
There are around 50% of survivors accessing more than one strand of the 
service. 
 
In addition, the Service has supported survivors who were involved in the 
Consultation Process of Time to Be Heard, Restorative Justice Consultation,  
Records Management consultations and the New Records Legislation which has 
recently been passed. We also delivered a very successful conference in March 
2011. 
 
I would like to take this opportunity to sincerely thank the whole staff team and 
management team involved in the service so far. I would also like to thank 
Scottish Government for validating the efficacy of the Service and opening 
discussions with myself and Janine around future funding.  
 
I would also like to thank survivors of abuse in care who have accessed the 
Service and placed a degree of trust in each of us in helping them to improve 
their lives. 
 
Lorna Patterson 
Project Manager 
 
 

“Always there 

no matter 

what the time, 

open, honest 

and non 

judgemental” 

“very caring 

and 

considerate 

when making 

arrangements 

for 

counselling 

first 

appointment” 

“I’m treated 

like a 

human” 



Physical Health Service 

This service is a new development within Open Secret.  A review of the 
information we gathered from service users gave a clear indication that the 
vast majority of our service users suffer from physical problems and illnesses 
along with psychological issues, which identified for us a gap in our current 
service provision.  Our ethos towards a holistic approach in Open Secret 
acknowledges that mind and body are connected and both need to work in 
harmony.  Many of our service users suffer from anxiety, stress and 
depression and it felt important to us for our services to address the physical 
impact these and other conditions can have. 
   
Through funding from Survivor Scotland, we were able to introduce the 
Physical Health Service, which is a groupwork programme which has been 
delivered in Forth Valley.    The group programme takes place in a safe, 
supported environment to enable participants to share their experiences with 
the aim of group members ending the  programme equipped with more 
knowledge and techniques for self management of their conditions.  The 
groups are person centred and based around the needs of the members so no 
two groups will run the same but the programme has a focus on anxiety, and 
how this can be a barrier to accessing and engaging with support, and pain 
management.   
 
The programme provides knowledge on how the mind and body works, 
helping participants to better understand their bodies and feel more 
empowered. The groups introduce alternative therapies and techniques to 
help with pain management such as Reiki, Mindfulness, Emotional Freedom 
Technique.  Some group members have gone on to learn Reiki I for self 
management and found this very helpful.   Some members have experienced a 
floatation tank and found this a fantastic experience giving them respite from 
pain. 
 
It is acknowledged that chronic stress and trauma, as occurs in abusive 
situations, ramps up the immune system, keeps it activated more than it 
should be until the system reaches a point where it is no longer able to 
produce enough cortisol to keep things running smoothly.  This is why people 
under long term stress are more prone to infections and long term conditions 
such as lupus, MS, ME, fibromyalgia, IBS etc.   The discussions held with 
participants in the groupwork programme have identified a commonality in 
many symptoms between survivors which we hope will lead to some 
informative research on the physical impact of childhood abuse on adults 
health. 
 
This programme has been extremely successful and has been a great 
experience and learning curve for all of us including the facilitators.  I hope 
we can continue and grow this service, group work can be phenomenal! 
 
Lynn Cunningham 
Development Worker  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

“I really look 

forward to 

coming here 

every week – 

am I suppose 

to?” 

―It’s the first 

good nights 

sleep I have 

had in a 

long time” 

“I have 

noticed how 

low the level 

of anxiety is 

in these 

groups” 

Dr Sarah 

Nelson, 

Independent 

Evaluator 



West Lothian Service 

The year 2010 – 11 saw a 41% rise in the number of referrals made to Open 
Secret West Lothian as well as the introduction of ASHA - a creative art 
group facilitated by a professional artist. 
  
The total number of referrals received 2010 -11 was 156 and the breakdown 
of female and male referrals remained at 80%/20% respectively. The ages of 
people accessing the service ranged from 14 – 74 and the average age of 
people attending was 35.    
 
There continues to be a  high demand for the service throughout West 
Lothian. The main concentration of referrals remain to be from Livingston 
and Bathgate but there has been an increase in the proportions of referrals 
from the other major towns of Whitburn, Blackburn and Armadale.   It is 
clear that Open Secret’s practice of taking its service to people in their own 
locality is continuing to provide good access to Open Secret Services 
throughout the rural locality of West Lothian.   
 
Our last year’s monitoring report indicated that the Open Secret West 
Lothian client group would benefit from a service targeting 12 – 25 year olds 
and as a result an application was lodged with Comic Relief to provide a 
creative group work service. Unfortunately that application was unsuccessful 
and in the present funding climate we have been unable to find an 
alternative source of funding but we continue to recognise that a service for 
young people would be a significant benefit for the area. 
 
Trauma Recovery Group 
 
In early 2011, we had a new service develop in the Scottish Borders area, in 
partnership with Rape Crisis, Scottish Borders—the TREM group which is a 
trauma recovery group based on the Trauma Recovery and Empowerment 
Model. 
 
The TREM group ( 6-8 people) deals with historic trauma, exploring links 
between how the past may still influence the present  - although looking at 
the past is part of the process, the aim of a TREM group is to address current 
life experience. There are two separate groups. One for women held at 
SBRCC and one for men held at Galashiels Resource Centre.  
 
Meetings are not focused on self disclosure –the beginning sessions have a 
social skills focus and later sessions focus on psychological education topics 
relating to trauma recovery.   
 
Mandy Gaze 
Development Worker 
 
 
 

“I really 

appreciate 

how you 

never give up 

on me” 

“It was good 

to have 

someone 

who would 

help me 

work out 

what was 

going on 

inside me 

and help me 

understand”

“I find the 

group 

extremely 

helpful, very 

warm, 

friendly 

group, very 

supportive” 



Monitoring and Evaluation 

We regularly review our monitoring and evaluation systems to obtain as 
much relevant information as possible both on the demographics of service 
users accessing our service and also on the outcomes achieved with service 
users.  
 
We had 583 referrals in the year 2010/2011.  This does not include the 
referrals for the In Care Survivors Service as statistics for that service are 
collected and reported separately and therefore they will be reflected 
separately in this section of the report.   
 
Our evaluation system also collects qualitative outcome data, and for the year 
2010—2011 we found the following: 
 
At session 12, service users reported the following improvements: 

 
40% increase in clients saying they no longer feeling isolated 
67% increase in individuals who reported no longer self harming  
54% increase in individuals who reported no longer having thoughts of             
         ending their life 
50% reduction in individual who reported using drugs/alcohol to cope most  
         of the time 
39% reduction in individuals who reported having unwanted thoughts/ 
         images most of the time 
 
At end of therapy, the following information was reported: 
 
84% of individuals reported their general wellbeing to be greatly improved 
64% of individuals reported their ability to access practical help being greatly     
         improved 
64% of individuals felt their daily symptoms had reduced 
64% of individuals felt their ability to function day to day was greatly  
         improved 
76% of individuals felt their personal relationships had greatly improved 
68% reported their ability to explore their feelings were greatly improved 
 
The following charts illustrate some of the statistical information 
for Open Secret referrals. 
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IN CARE SURVIVORS SERVICE REFERRALS 

As you can see the In Care Survivors Service received a higher number of 
male referrals than other Open Secret services. 
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Falkirk  Service 

The Falkirk Service continues to be busy with 184 referrals in the period from 
March 2010—April 2011.    The  majority of the  individual work in the Falkirk 
Service for adults is carried out by our volunteers, Lorna, Carolyn, Louise, 
John, Vicky, Jacky, and Pooja  and I cannot thank them enough for their drive 
and commitment to delivering quality, responsive services in Falkirk.  The 
quotes from evaluation paperwork seen to the left say more about the work 
than I ever could.  
 
We have had quite a busy time in Falkirk with other services starting  up and 

developing and one of our  bigger developments has been the purchase of a 

summerhouse which was made possible due to a donation from Central 

Scotland Police.  The summerhouse will be used as a dedicated therapy room 

for our complementary therapies service, and a big thank you has to go to our 

volunteers Colin Robertson, Bobby Rennie and Gordon Rennie for their hard 

work in building the summerhouse for us.   

The creative writing group in Falkirk continues to flourish and the members 

of that group are just about to publish another anthology of their writing, so 

watch this space for another powerful and emotional read! 

We have been quite busy with visits from other agencies and student nurses 

and social workers who come along to find out about Open Secret’s services 

and referral processes and we also held two extremely successful Open Days 

throughout the year.    Open Secret is represented on many of the local 

forums which take place, and some national ones, and attendance at these 

forums  is another avenue which allows us to link in with other agencies and 

work towards ensuring Open Secret always has a high public profile which in 

turn increases accessibility of our services.   

We have  also worked with a group of male survivors on developing a DVD on 

their experiences on accessing  support from Open Secret to help us to 

promote our services to male survivors who are still only about 18% of our 

referrals.  Thanks must go to Alistair Robertson and Michael Rae for their 

support with this project, to the Growing Communities Fund who provided 

the funding for the project, but most of all to all the male survivors who 

showed great courage in openly sharing their experiences.   We are planning 

an official launch of the DVD in December. 

 

Traci Robertson 

Depute CEO 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

I found Open 

Secret very 

positive as I 

have found 

myself again 

and know 

where I'm 

going in life 

“I am feeling 

less afraid 

and now 

able to enjoy 

the good 

things in life 

more” 

“feel as if a 

light has 

gone on 

inside me 

and things 

are no 

longer black 

I didn't 

think I 

would feel 

good again” 



Clackmannanshire Service 

In 2010 - 2011 there were a total of 60 referrals to Open Secret in Alloa. As 
dealing with childhood abuse is a daunting prospect, some clients get no 
further than this first step. For them the door is always open and we hope 
they will one day find the courage to take the step over the threshold. The 49 
clients who came for a 1st appointment and attended sessions generally found 
the experience beneficial, as the comments from evaluations shown to right 
demonstrate. 

One important aspect of the service, in terms of increasing accessibility, is 
networking. This is a two-way process which allows local agencies to become 
familiar with individual staff members and the work Open Secret does, so 
they can make appropriate referrals, and it allows us to become familiar with 
local services from which our clients might benefit. This year we facilitated 
awareness-raising sessions with staff teams from a number of  local 
voluntary and statutory service agencies, including Alloa Family Centre,  
Devon House and the Clackmannanshire Council Housing Support Team, as 
well as inviting individual workers from other agencies up to our office in 
Mar Street to see our premises and have a chat about our services. 

Volunteer support workers are a vital part of the services we deliver. In 2010-
2011 we had 4 volunteers based in Alloa, one working with young people, 
three with adults. For their commitment to attending training and 
supervision sessions, and most of all for their sensitive and skilled work with 
clients, a big thank you goes to Ann, Elaine, Gordon and Pat. 

 
Kathy Norrie 
Project Manager, Clackmannanshire  
 
Stirling Service 
 
Services in Stirling have unfortunately been delivered on a limited scope in 
the Stirling area due to funding restrictions.  Our main core funding for 
Stirling provides a service for children and young people and this has been a 
busy service with both one to one support and groupwork support being 
provided for children and young people.   
 
We have had minimal funding available for adult services in the Stirling area 
and most of the service delivery in this service has only been made possible 
by the commitment of our volunteers.   
 
We have seen an increase in referrals in the Stirling area from more rural 
parts of the area but have identified that transport links can sometimes 
prove problematic in enabling service users from these areas to commit to 
regular appointment slots and this is something we would hope to address 
should the funding situation in Stirling improve. 
 
 
 

I have found 
Open Secret a 
great help and 
support, don’t 
think I’d have 

managed 
without.” 

Sessions have 
managed to 

make me 
realise and 

start changing 
thought 

processes and 
coping 

methods to 
change my 
outlook on 
myself and 

my life.” 

“So much has 
been 

happening in 
my life, the 

support I have 
had from Open 

Secret has 
been excellent 
– would advise 
it to anyone in 
my situation.” 



Children & Families Service 

Our services for children and young people have expanded considerably.  
Over the past year Open Secret has supported 139 young people.   We have 
expanded our outreach service and are now in most of the High Schools in the 
Falkirk area and around half of the primary schools. 
 
Groupwork plays a large role in our Children & Families Service.  The group 
programmes are a mixture of creative activities, and allowing the space to talk 
in a therapeutic way.  We tackle issues around self esteem, anger, shame, guilt 
and work with the young people to help them to move forward.  The groups 
are a great way for the young people to give and receive support whilst 
showing them that they are not the only ones that have been affected by 
childhood abuse. 
 
There have been 4 very different groups running throughout this year.   
 
Age 12 -14 Group 
This was their second group and this ran up to the summer holidays last year.  
All the girls ended working with Open Secret at this time. 
 
Drama Group 
Several young people were interested in writing a script for a drama 
production. With the help of Jamie from Youth Scotland they put together a 
small play which tackles issues around Sexual Abuse, Domestic Abuse, Self 
Harming and Bullying.  We have 2 High Schools interested in using the 
production. 
 
Moving On Group 
A group of young people were interested in trying to reach others that have 
been sexually abused and raise awareness of the services that Open Secret 
offer.  They wanted to do this through showing their journey through artwork 
and putting on an exhibition.  The group was peer led with support from a 
volunteer and a youth worker.  They applied for funding for materials and 
met weekly to work on the production. 
 
Wee Ones Group 
Seven 11/12 year olds were keen to try groupwork so one of the youth 
volunteers and I ran a group over 12 weeks.  A lot of the work in this group 
has been around attending court and what to expect as 6 out of 7 of the young 
people are facing a court appearance. 

 
Parents & Family Support 
 
Twenty four parents have been supported by Open Secret over the past year.  
This is an area we are looking to develop further as feedback has validated the 
importance of parents and the rest of the family accessing support due to the 
wider impact of the experience of abuse on the whole family.  To this end we 
are piloting doing some joined up work with families.    
 
 
Sally Forshaw 
Manager, Children & Families Service 
 

 

“I don't feel 

scared to go 

outside by 

myself 

anymore.  I 

can sleep in 

my own bed” 

“It is really 

helpful. It 

has made it 

better. It 

has made 

me cope” 

“Hannah was 

using alcohol 

as a coping 

mechanism.  

She hasn’t 

been drinking 

for 6 months 

now” 



Volunteers 

Volunteers continue to be Open Secret’s greatest resource and we could not 

deliver the high quality, time responsive service that we do without their 

commitment.   

We have continued to develop and refine our volunteer recruitment and 

selection processes and our volunteer training programme to ensure our 

volunteers feel well supported in delivering support to our service users.   We 

currently run a selection event twice yearly and our volunteer team have a 

wealth of diverse knowledge and experience.    Our service users tell us that 

the most important quality to look for in our selection is not qualification but 

warmth and empathy and this underpins our selection processes. 

Our volunteer team consists of both qualified counsellors, trainee 

counsellors, other individuals who feel they have other relevant experience 

and in that we include some ex service users who come back to Open Secret 

with a desire to support other individuals with similar experiences.  All of 

our volunteers complete our specialised training programme and are 

supported with ongoing training throughout the year.     

We would like to acknowledge the value of all our volunteers and their 

contributions to Open Secret not only through service delivery but to all the 

other aspects of Open Secret they contribute to such as fund raising, 

awareness raising, participation in organisational development.    Each and 

every one of them give so much to the organisation.   

 

Our volunteers for 2010/2011 were: 

 

Carolyn Hunter   Neil Callaghan   Pooja Rupani 

Lorna McKinlay  Vicky    Jacky De La Croce  

Gordon Comrie   Ann McDougall   John Dunbar 

Mandy Kirk   Gordon Rennie   Robert Grainger  

Bobby Rennie   Colin Robertson  Elaine Thomson 

Jacky Copeland   Jacqueline Lyon  Mark Bruce 

Lorraine McKenzie  Louise Wrigley   Elaine Ritchie  

Donna Lane   Correen Dickson  Siobhan McGeary 

Pat Walls 

 

“We have no 
hope of 

solving our 
problems 
without 

harnessing 
the diversity, 

the energy, 
and the 

creativity of 
all our 

people”  
 

Roger Wilkins  



Prison Services 

We recruited a Prison Services Manager to develop our work with prisons and 
to ensure preventative work with offenders. The post enabled us to develop 
work in Addiewell, Polmont and Glenochil prisons. It also enabled us to 
further develop out work in Saughton. We tendered for a two year service in 
Cornton Vale and we were successful in achieving the contract.  
 
There is also interest from other prisons including Greenock, Shotts, 
Aberdeen, Kimarnock and Barlinnie and we are still hoping to pursue these 
possibilities further.  
 
The post has enabled throughcare work and as many of the prisoners that we 
work with have been abused in care we have been able to refer to the In Care 
Survivor Service Scotland. Other prisoners have been referred to other 
relevant organisations in the community.  
 
The number of referrals to the service is 124 for the year.   To the left you will 
see some evaluation quotes from our service users. 
 
Ilene Easton 
Prison Services Manager 
 

Complementary Therapies 
 

The main aim of the project was to provide complementary therapies to 
survivors of childhood abuse to enable them to learn techniques for self 
management of their long term conditions.  
 
We recruited a team of volunteers and sessional workers throughout Scotland 
to deliver therapies. Many clients reported that they wanted to deal with the 
extreme stress and anxiety that they suffered with most having problems with 
sleeping. This was having a significant impact on their health. Pain 
management techniques were also requested.   
 
The service saw 180 referrals over one year which is a very large number for a 
new service.  
 
Clients chose from a wide range of therapies on offer.  Reiki and Indian Head 
Massage were the most commonly requested initial therapies, as well as 
reflexology, which would most likely be because of the less intrusive nature of 
these therapies  
 
A high number of our clients have reported a marked change in their physical 
and psychological conditions. The changes that have been most commonly 
noted have been with regard to an increased ability to sleep properly.  An 
improvement in the ability to relax during the sessions and sometimes with 
lasting effects.  A decrease in medication in some cases.  The ability to use 
resources and learned tools for self-management and  an ability to cope more 
easily with chronic pain.   
 
Gill Batty 
Development Worker 
 
 

“I open up to a 
better thinking 

and 
understanding 

of my past 
improves my 

mood and 
personality, 

releases 
negative 

feelings and 
thoughts” 

“Working 
with Open 
Secret has 
helped me 

come to 
terms with 

what 
happened to 
me as a kid 

and it 
doesn’t 

bother me 
anymore.” 

I have 

arrived for 

therapy 

sessions 

feeling very 

stressed and 

fatigued, 

after my 

sessions I 

feel very back 

to earth, 

calm and in 

control with 

a deeper 

sense of 

relaxation 



BME Outreach Service 
 
In January 2011 Open Secret joined hands with Central Scotland Regional 
Equality Council (CSREC), formerly known as Central Scotland Racial 
Equality Council, to pilot its new project for Black and Minority Ethnic 
survivors of childhood abuse, funded by the Scottish Government.   
 
The projects aims are to open doors to survivors from diverse Black and 
Minority Ethnic (BME) communities and break down barriers BME 
survivors may face while accessing services.   Open Secret provides culturally 
sensitive services with interpreting and translation provision in place for non
-English speaking clients. 
 
Through its BME project Open Secret reaches out to the hardest to reach 
communities. We raise awareness of at times very unpopular issues of 
childhood sexual and other forms of abuse that unfortunately exist in all 
communities. Our talks and presentations educate and empower BME 
people in recognising and addressing the issues instead of sweeping them 
under the carpet.  
 
 The pilot has been a success with lots of support from local diverse 
communities and public and voluntary sector organisations. Together we will 
continue working closely, ensuring hardest to reach BME survivors know 
about culturally sensitive help and support available for them and feel 
confident in accessing it.   
 
Yuliya Loutsenko 
Black and Minority Ethnic Outreach Worker 
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